Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2019-08-21, 23:59 IST.

1) Which of the following is not a commercial database?
   a. TotalPatent
   b. Patbase
   c. Orbit
   d. Espacenet

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: d

2) Semantic search for patents means
   a. Searching by patent family
   b. Searching by contextual meaning
   c. Searching by name of the country
   d. Searching in particular language

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Accepted Answers: b

3) Designated states option is available for applications filed via the following routes
   a. International application through PCT
   b. Application filling at USPTO
   c. Application filling through the EPO mode
   d. Both (a) and (c)
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4) Citation analysis for patents is done to
   a. Study patent prosecution
   b. Identify patentability of an invention
   c. Study evolution of a given technology
   d. Evaluate the strength of a given technology

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: c

5) The first step in patent searching is
   a. Identifying patent family
   b. Identifying database
   c. Identifying keyword or IPC
   d. Both (a) and (c)

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: d

6) After conducting the patent search the analysis of the documents can be done for
   a. Qualitative information
   b. Quantitative information
   c. Both (a) and (b)
   d. Qualitative but not quantitative

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: c

7) Search for keywords in the field code "TTL" refers to
   a. Search by independent claims
   b. Search by time
   c. Search by place
   d. Search by title

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
8) ________ is used to search a set of words from which at least one of the words of the query is present in the searched results of a patent application
   a. With
   b. Or
   c. And
   d. Not
   Accepted Answers: d

9) The grouping in keyword search is known as ________
   a. Boolean operators
   b. Phrases
   c. Key concepts
   d. Nesting
   Accepted Answers: 

10) US Code 977 is a classification code for
    a. Artificial Intelligence
    b. Agriculture
    c. Nanotechnology
    d. Biology
    Accepted Answers: c

11) Which of the following is incorrect?
    a. Sequence search is done to evaluate the patentability.
    b. Search is done to obtain overview of the landscape of chosen sequence
    c. Sequence search is done from atom to atom and fragment to fragment for indexing of sequences.
    d. Sequence searches are used for nucleotide and protein sequences.
    Accepted Answers: b
12) Structure search can only be done on
   a. Developed formulas
   b. Formulas under progress
   c. Formulas cannot be searched
   d. Underdeveloped

   Accepted Answers:
   - c
   - 1 point

13) 'And' and 'Or' in a patent search is used as a
   a. Phase
   b. Sentence
   c. Boolean Operator
   d. Nesting

   Accepted Answers:
   - c
   - 1 point

14) Which of the following is not true?
   a. Patent database vary in their document collections
   b. All patent database do not comprehensively covers all the patent information
   c. All the patent databases are free of cost
   d. The commercial database generally have greater analytical tools options than free databases.

   Accepted Answers:
   - c
   - 1 point

15) InPASS is patent search database of _______.
   a. KIPO
   b. EPO
   c. India
   d. Pakistan

   Acceptance Answer:
   - c
   - 1 point
16) **International Patent Classification is important for**-
   a. Disseminating information to all users of patent information.
   b. Investigating the state of the art in given fields of technology.
   c. Orderly arranging patent documents which facilitates access to all the technological and legal information in a patent application.
   d. All of the above.

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: d

17) Into how many sections the International Patent Classification has been divided?
   a. 6
   b. 9
   c. 7
   d. 8

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers: d